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Disclaimer
This document contains a description of the BIGPROD project findings, work and
products. Certain parts of it might be under partner Intellectual Property Right (IPR)
rules so, prior to using its content please contact the consortium coordinator for approval.
In case you believe that this document harms in any way IPR held by you as a person
or as a representative of an entity, please do notify us immediately.
The authors of this document have taken any available measure in order for its content
to be accurate, consistent and lawful. However, neither the project consortium as a
whole nor the individual partners that implicitly or explicitly participated in the creation
and publication of this document hold any sort of responsibility that might occur as a
result of using its content.
This publication has been produced with the assistance
of the European Union. The content of this publication is
the sole responsibility of BIGPROD consortium and can
in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European
Union.
The European Union is established in accordance with
the Treaty on European Union (Maastricht). There are currently 27 Member States of
the Union. It is based on the European Communities and the member states cooperation in the fields of Common Foreign and Security Policy and Justice and Home Affairs. The five main institutions of the European Union are the European Parliament,
the Council of Ministers, the European Commission, the Court of Justice and the Court
of Auditors (http://europa.eu.int/)
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 870822.
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Disseminating deliverables
BIGPROD project has actively disseminating all outcomes from the project. The strategy has been to openly share as much of the work products and underlying data as
possible. The main avenues of disseminating the data have been the project website,
a Dataverse repository and a ResearchGate project page set up for the project. By
using these three sites to disseminate the outcomes, the project has created a persistent repository of the project results that will stay online regardless of e.g. project website shutting down.

Workshop results
In line with the European Commission’s Open Access Policy, the workshop results
have been shared in three ways. First, the workshop data and its analysis files have
been openly shared in the project Dataverse.1 This includes Jupyter Notebook and
Parquet data file to accompany the BIGPROD data release.2 The disseminated code
is a replication of the analysis process used in the project. The code example goes
through all the steps of accessing the data, pre-processing and subsequent analysis.
Disseminating the Jupyter Notebooks will allow stakeholders to quickly access and
leverage the analysis done in the project.
In addition to the data and code, the recording of the interactive learning workshop is
publicly available on Dataverse.3 The recording includes the tutorial section of the interactive learning workshop where the project researchers discussed the challenges
of leveraging policy analytics and the analysis of the data. The idea of the video recording is to offer an easy-to-follow tutorial to complement the data, code and analysis
files.
Finally the workshop results were incorporated with a working paper on three cases
researched during the project. This write-up was shared as a validation effort in an
expert session, and also served in the workshop as a tool to indicate the different types
of analysis that can be carried out from the data and code shared.
The session materials were all shared using the hashtag “BIGPROD” in social media.
This was done in an effort to engage with a bigger audience than the participants of
the public workshop. Using Twitter (Figure 1) the results were disseminated in a thread
linking the materials (code and recording) and by highlighting the European Union +
UK digitalization score as a policy relevant measure calculated from the BIGPROD
web scraped data. The same information was disseminated via LinkedIn using the
hashtag “H2020” (Figure 2)
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Figure 1 Twitter post disseminating the results of the workshop using the
hashtag BIGPROD. Accessed https://twitter.com/ArhoSuominen/status/1514201600457424903
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Figure 2 LinkedIn post disseminating the workshop results using the hashtag
#H2020. Accessed https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6924248235934920705/
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Scientific paper
The scientific publication “Productivity effects of process vs. product digitalization” was
published in pre-print format.4 The publication focuses on analyzing digitalization and
disentangle the phenomenon into the digitalization of processes and the digitalization
of product offerings. The scientific paper leverages the novel web scraped digitalization score calculated for each of the sample firms at a company and product level.
The decision to publish in pre-print format was taken to elicit comments from key
stakeholders, but also to maneuver around the long lead times in journals. The preprint was shared to key stakeholders interacted with during the project. This was done
via personal emails directly to the stakeholders (mainly economists and policymakers).
The pre-print was also uploaded to the project Dataverse page. This allows the preprint to get a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) and subsequent citation by scholars. The
Dataverse link also allowed for the deliverable to be communicated via Twitter and
LinkedIn using the hashtags BIGPROD and H2020 to maximize reaching the correct
audience.

Policy brief
The policy brief “Can web scraped data inform innovation policy” offered a vantage
point to the key policy outcomes from the project. The policy brief reflected on the fact
that while there has been an increase in policy analytics has not been widely adopted.
We discussed if this was a result of a mismatch with expectations and capabilities.
The most policy-relevant findings from the project included discussion of mechanisms
for continued leveraging of data platforms created in projects like BIGPROD We also
highlighted a number of elements concerning the data and its use, such as invisible
communities and representative samples. Even despite all the challenges remaining,
policymakers were encouraged to embrace the novel vantage points offered by access to big data. Finally, the policy brief emphasis the importance of open access
material.Based on the findings, the project made several recommendations. The main
concrete suggestions are to make sure that we enable the continued operation of the
BIGPROD data platform. We also emphasize the continued engagement with policymakers to ensure adoption of the tools developed.
This policy brief was shared with the policymaker participants of the workshop via
email. In addition, the policy brief was shared on the project’s Dataverse page.5 The
material was also shared via Twitter and LinkedIn with a post highlighting the main
findings. The social media activity in regard to the policy brief was reported separately
in deliverable 28.
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For more information, please contact
Dr. Arho Suominen (Consortium leader)
Tel. +358 50 5050 354
arho.suominen@vtt.fi

About BIGPROD
BIGPROD is a research project focusing on Big Data based analysis of productivity
using webscraped data. This project has received funding from the European Un-ion’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 870822.
The project partners in the project are Quantitative Science and Technology Studies
team, Foresight-driven Business Strategies, 1) VTT Technical Research Centre of
Finland, Competence Center Innovation and Knowledge Economy (Coordinator), 2)
Fraunhofer ISI, Economics of Knowledge and Innovation team, 3) UNU-MERIT, Maastricht University, 4) Public Policy and Management Institute, 5) Economics of Technology and Innovations, Faculty of Technology, Policy and Management, Delft University
of Technology, 6) Department of Politics, School of Government and Public Policy,
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Strathclyde
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